One field containing WISE J154151.65−225024.9 was observed by Hubble Space Telescope at three different epochs taken in ∼5 yrs. We measured positions of sources in all images and successfully linked these positions to the Gaia DR2 absolute system to derive the astrometric parameters for this faint close-by Y1 brown dwarf. The developed procedure avoids traditional limitations of relative imaging-astrometry with narrowfield cameras, extending Gaia DR2 to fainter magnitudes. We found (µ α cos δ , µ δ , π) = (−902.62 ± 0.35 mas yr −1 , −88.26 ± 0.35 mas yr −1 , 168.4 ± 2.2 mas), which represent a sizable improvement over recent determinations in the literature. Applying a correction from relative (π) to absolute parallax (̟) we found ̟=169±2 mas, corresponding to a distance of 5.9±0.1 pc.
Ident=WISE+J154151.65−225024.9 mates, which were placing the BD at 8.2 pc. Subsequently Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) still found large discrepancies between the parallax measurement in Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) and other measurements so they derived a spectrophotometric distance of 4.2 pc, to which they refer as the "adopted" distance.
Others large discrepancies appeared in the literature for the parallax of this object, noticeably, Dupuy & Kraus (2013) suggest a parallax of at most 148 mas (d∼6.75 pc), and Marsh et al. (2013) giving d>6 pc. The discrepancy of parallactic distance with photo-spectroscopic estimates was recognized by Tinney et al. (2014) as partially due to the angular proximity (∼ 1 ′′ ) to a much brighter (∼2.5 mag) field stars just South of W1541−2250 at the epoch of their observations. For this reason Tinney et al. (2014) did not use the declination in the fit of the astrometric parameters.
Parallaxes derived by Tinney et al. (2014) and by Beichman et al. (2014) are the most recent and accurate estimates, and they amount to 175.1±4.4 mas and 176±9 mas, the latter work also based on two Hubble Space Telescope (HST) epochs. [Note that while the proximity to a star affected previous works carried with Spitzer and ground-bases telescopes, it is not an issue with the high resolution of HST.] These are currently the best value of parallax available so far, implying a distance d∼5.71±0.15 pc.
In this work we take advantage of the Gaia DR2 (Gaia collaboration 2016, 2018) to anchor all existing HST data of W1541−2250 to an absolute reference system, and to independently derive the astrometric parameters for this ob-ject to unprecedented levels of accuracy, thanks to the homogeneity and to the space-based data-set employed here, which do not suffer of the usual limitations of ground-based facilities .
OBSERVATIONS
This is an imaging-astrometry investigation and all the images employed were collected with the Infra Red (IR) channel of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) at focus of the HST. Two archival epochs both from GO 12970 (PI: Cushing) were collected in February 12 th and May 9 th 2013, and a third proprietary epoch was taken in February 17 th 2018 under GO 15201 (PI: Fontanive) .
The first epoch consists of one HST-orbit, split into 4 dithered images in filter F125W, each image in multiaccum mode (with instrument parameters NSAMP=13, SAMP-SEQ=SPARS50)
2 with a duration of 602.930 s. The second epoch has twice as many dithered exposures, but considerably shallower, made of fewer NSAMP samplings, and split in two filters: 4 exposures of 77.934 s in F125W (NSAMP=4, SAMP-SEQ=SPARS25) and 2 exposure of 102.934 s and 2 of 77.934 s in F105W (NSAMP=5 and 4, SAMP-SEQ=SPARS25). Note that program GO 12970 also collected many grism spectra, which we do not use because they are not suitable for imaging-astrometry. Note that these two HST epochs were also analyzed by Beichman et al. (2014) .
The third epoch from GO 15201 consists of 4 well dithered exposures of 299.232 s in F127M (NSAMP=11, SAMP-SEQ=STEP50). Within this program F139M images were also collected but of not meaningful signal due to the faintness of BDs in this band (see Fontanive et al. 2018 for the rational behind the F127M/F139M filter choice). Table 1 gives information for all the 16 images used in this work.
DATA REDUCTION AND DATA ANALYSIS
In the following we will give a brief description on how the raw positions in pixel coordinates (x, y) for all the sources in the individual frames were obtained, corrected for distortion, transformed into a common reference frame (X, Y ), and then transformed into the equatorial coordinate (α, δ) of Gaia DR2 reference system at epoch 2013.1. We will give reference to articles containing detailed descriptions of procedures and software.
Fluxes and positions in the individual images
Positions and fluxes of sources in each WFC3/IR flt image were obtained with a software that is adapted from the program img2xym WFC.09x10 initially developed for ACS/WFC (Anderson & King 2006) , and now publicly available for WFC3 too.
3 Together with the software, a library of effective point-spread functions (PSFs) for most common filters is also released. These can be perturbed in a spatially variable 2
WFC3
Instrument Handbook, Sect. 7.7 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/-currentIHB/c07 ir08.html 3 http://www.stsci.edu/∼jayander/WFC3/ Table 1 . HST images used in this work. Where MJDstart is the modified Julian day at the start of the exposure, EXPT the exposure time duration, and PA V3 is the Position Angle of axis V3 of the HST's focal plane (Dressel et al. 2017 (up to 3×3) array to better fit PSFs of each individual frame. These procedures tailor the library PSFs to each individual image even better than spatially-constant perturbed PSFs, as they better account for small focus variations across the whole field of view (see Anderson & Bedin 2017 for general principles). In addition to solving for raw positions and fluxes, the software also provides a quality-of-fit parameter (Q). The quality-of-fit essentially tells how well the flux distribution resembles the shape of the PSF (this parameter is defined as in Anderson et al. 2008) . It is close to zero (Q < 0.03) for stars measured best. This parameter is useful for eliminating galaxies, blends, and stars compromised by detector cosmetic or artifacts (Q > 0.3).
Once the raw pixel positions (x raw , y raw ) and magnitude are obtained, they are corrected for geometric distortion of the camera. We used the best available average distortion corrections for WFC3/IR (also derived by Anderson and publicly available 3 ) to correct the raw positions of sources that we had measured within each individual image. We refer to corrected positions of sources in the individual frames with the symbols (x cor , y cor ).
3.2 The reference frame (X, Y )2013.1
Among the existing three HST epochs, the one with the highest signal for W1541−2250 is the first (∼2013.1). All images within this epoch (#1-4, Table 1 ) were taken in a ∼45 minutes time span, and therefore we can safely assume no (sizable) intrinsic motion of sources observed within this epoch (we will see the derived motion corresponding to less than 9 µas in 45 min). We adopted the (x cor , y cor ) positions of the best-fitted (Q < 0.2) sources in image #4 (ic2j09jtq) as our initial reference frame (∼250 objects). Common stars are then used to find the most general linear transformation (six parameters), between the (x cor , y cor ) #04 and the distortion-corrected positions (x cor , y cor ) #0i=1,2,3 of the other 3 images in epoch 2013.1. Next, we use these transformations to compute the clipped mean of the (x cor , y cor )
transf.to,#4 #0i=1,...,4 positions measured in at least 3 out of the 4 images, and define a more robust estimate of relative positions for 217 sources. The resulting frame of coordinates is indicated with (X, Y )2013.1 and is our adopted reference frame at the reference epoch 2013.1. Where epochs were computed as Julian years, JYs = 2000.0 + (JD -2451545.0) / 365.25, where JD = MJD + 2400000.5, and MJD is the modified Julian day at mid-exposure.
Notation
We will indicate the equatorial coordinates in ICRS for a given epoch as (α, δ) epoch . To transform standard equatorial coordinates (α, δ) epoch to the pixel coordinates (X, Y ) epoch we will make use of the tangent plane at tangent point (α•, δ•). Equatorial coordinates projected on the tangent plane are indicated as (ξ, η) epoch . The most-general linear transformation from (X, Y ) to (ξ, η) is a 6-parameters, these transformations will be indicated hereafter with A, B, C, D, X•, Y•. To transform (X, Y ) into (ξ, η) (and visaversa) we use the following relations:
where the inverse coefficients are derived as: with ∆ = (AD − BC). To transform (ξ, η) to (α, δ) (and visa-versa) is more elaborate but remains a classic procedure (e.g., Smart 1931, eq. 16, 19, 21 and 22) .
There are no such things as reference grids on the sky; in astrometry we can only measure the source positions registered on detectors, correct them for instrumental features (such as distortion, etc.), and compare them with positions observed at other epochs to obtain transformations that enable us to measure standard coordinates, motions, and parallaxes.
However, all stars on the sky do move -at some leveland to correctly transform positions of sources from one frame at a given epoch to another frame at a different epoch, we first need to know how stars intrinsically moved on the sky, so as to place them at their correct positions when observations were made before computing the transformations. If the intrinsic motions of stars are not accounted for, these will affect the accuracy of the transformation of coordinates from an epoch to another. Therefore, in addition to the unavoidable measurement errors at any given epoch, there are also the errors in the transformations (which are usually derived from the measured positions of a sub-set of sources at the different epochs). Transformations and motions of individual stars could be iteratively solved with difficulties in a stellar field, or ignored if sufficiently small compared to uncertainties in the positioning (as in most of the cases).
Thankfully, the Gaia DR2 not only provides positions at the reference epoch 2015.5, but also provides individual motions for most of its sources. Hence, if we choose to refer our positions to sources in the Gaia DR2 with motions, we can always know (almost) exactly where sources were (or will be) at any given epoch, considerably reducing the errors in the transformations.
In the rest of this work we will derive all our astrometric parameters of W1541−2250 in the observational plane (X, Y )2013.1. Positions of Gaia DR2 sources are given in equatorial coordinates on the ICRS for epoch 2015.5, in degrees, so we first simply correct for proper motions (pms) of the individual sources using the time base-line, according to:
where epoch = 2013.117719, and (µα * , µ δ ) are the Gaia DR2 pms in Equatorial coordinates (which are expressed in mas yr −1 , and where α * = α cos δ). Within the studied field of view we found 27 Gaia DR2 point sources in common with our reference frame (X, Y )2013.1 defined in Sect. 3.2. We adopt as tangent point for the tangent plane (α•, δ•) ≡ (235
• .840275) and compute the corresponding coordinates on the tangential plane (ξ, η)2013.1 using Eq. 3. We then solve for A, B, C, D, X0, Y0 the linear equations at Eq. 1, where (X, Y )2013.1 are the observables and (ξ, η)2013.1 are derived from Gaia DR2.
These 27 sources had transformed positions consistent to within ∼24 mas (or within ∼0.2 WFC3/IR pixels), 26 within 12 mas (0.1 pixels) and the best 15 of these to better than 3.6 mas (0.03 pixels). We used only these best 15 to calibrate our six linear terms. The coefficients of the transformations are given in Table 2 . [We will see later how it could be possible to correct from relative to absolute parallaxes, potentially with an exact correction rather than statistically.]
In Fig. 1 we show for these common sources the consistency in positions (left panel) and their spatial distribution in the (X, Y ) coordinate system (right panel). In the next sub-section we give a closer look at these 27 sources in common with Gaia DR2, investigating the reasons of 
their different consistency in positions with HST one by one.
The plate-scale derived from Gaia DR2 of our reference frame (X, Y )2013.1 is |AD − BC| = |∆| = 120.984 mas, in agreement with previous WFC3/IR determinations.
A closer look at the Gaia DR2 sources
More than a third of the sources in common between HST and Gaia DR2 (12/27) have much larger residuals than the others. Under suggestion of our referee, here we investigate and discuss in details possible reasons for this.
The very first step is to have a visual inspection of the astronomical scene and search for possible sources compromised by: crowding, blends, multiple hits of cosmicrays/bad-pixels, diffraction spikes, and artifacts in general. For this purpose, we use the stack (which will be later described in Sect. 3.8) obtained for images in filter F127M (Fig. 2) . We notice that some of the sources with poor positional-consistency (circled in red) have relatively bright sources closer than 3
′′ , but we ruled this out as a possible reason, as sources with the best agreement have similar or even worse neighbors. Similarly, being close to the boundary of images does not seem to be a problem, as three sources appear closer than 6 ′′ to image boundaries, both in cases of stars labeled in green and in red. Also, sources in red and green seem to have similar ranges of brightness.
The spatial distribution of sources in the right-panel of Fig. 1 seems to suggest that no significant bias of the best vs. worst sources is evident in the plane (X, Y ); particularly in the region around the target, at ∼(500,500). However, given the small number of sources in the field sufficiently-bright to be detected by Gaia, this is not the ideal case for such a study.
Obviously, the large number of sources with relatively large residuals (open symbols in the right-panel of Fig. 1 ) are not necessarily due to problems in the Gaia DR2 sources, but could be in our own measurements in the HST images; or in both.
We therefore look at the consistency parameters obtained for sources in the HST reference frame (X, Y )2013.1 defined in Sect. 3.2. We look at the trends in the r.m.
F125W (the instrumental magnitude in F125W), and Q (the PSF-quality-fit, as defined in Anderson et al. 2008) , as function of magnitude. We found that the brightest star in the field, Gaia DR2 #6240155995793427072, has a much larger r.m.s. in the X-position measured within the first epoch (0.148 pixels) compared to the r.m.s. of similar magnitude objects (for example, the second brightest source in the field has an r.m.s. of 0.005 pixels). This explains the rejection of Gaia DR2 #6240155995793427072 from the sample of astrometric reference. We also noted a significantly larger photometric variability of the rejected source Gaia DR2 #6240155613538632576 (∼0.055 mag) compared to that of sources at similar magnitude (∼0.01 mag), which might potentially indicate it to be an unresolved binary. The next step is to consider astrometric and photometric parameters in the Gaia DR2 catalog. We inspected for all objects the quality indicators available in Gaia DR2 4 . We immediately spot two objects with no proper motions at all. These are Gaia DR2 #6240155617836301184 and the one with the worst positional consistency, i.e., Gaia DR2 #6240155995790716928 (in magenta in Fig. 2) . Evidently, the positions for these objects were not corrected in Eq. 5, and their large displacements might just reflect their unknown pms. We also note that Gaia DR2 #6240155613540444800 was rejected as the only source with a significant parallax greater than 3 mas. Of the remaining 9 objects with poor consistency in position in Fig. 1 (larger than 0.03 pixels, or 3.6 mas) we note that only 4 sources passed the tests for well-measured objects in the Gaia DR2 catalog as defined in Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) by Lindegren et al. (2018) . These are Gaia DR2 #6240155613538630784, #6240156747410007040, #6240155583476754688, and #6240155922776280064, with G-magnitudes of about 18.8, 19.5, 20.5, and 20 .1, respectively. The expected errors for objects in this magnitude interval are about 2 mas (Lindegren et al. 2018) , therefore, the observed positional residuals of Gaia DR2 vs. HST (between 3.6 and 12 mas) indicate that these four sources could be reasonably well Figure 2 . We extracted from the stack in filter F127M, stamps of 100×100 WFC3/IR pixels (∼12 ′′ ×12 ′′ ) centered on the 27 sources in common between the Gaia DR2 catalog and our HST reference frame. Circles with radius of 3 ′′ and labels with the Identifier: Gaia DR2 are given. From left-to-right and top-to-bottom sources are sorted for consistency in positions ̺ (see Table 3 ). The best stars, the astrometric references, used to compute the transformation in Table 2 , are labeled in green. In black, source Gaia DR2 #6240155613540444800 with a significant parallax, and in red stars with displacements between 0.03 and 0.1 pixels (3.6-12 mas). In magenta the worst source, at more than 0.2 pixels (or 24 mas). [See Sect. 3.8.] measured -given their faintness. They were rejected simply because the sum of their random errors (HST ∼4 mas and Gaia DR2 ∼2 mas) are not consistent (∼4.5 mas) with our arbitrary tight cut at 0.03 pixels (3.6 mas).
In Table 3 we list all the relevant HST and Gaia DR2 parameters for the 27 objects in common. The first 14 are the ones defining the astrometric references, the 15 th is the one rejected for sizable parallax, the next 11 are the ones with poor positional consistency, and at last, the one with the worst consistency (>0.2 pixels). In the first column we give the Identifier: Gaia DR2. Next column give the parameters from HST data: (X, Y )-positions, instrumental magnitude, and Q. Then we give the consistency in positions ̺ in units of WFC3/IR milli-pixels. The next columns give the Gaia magnitudes G, proper motions in mas yr −1 , and parallaxes in mas. The last column gives the most relevant Gaia DR2 parameters for the present work. These are: the visibility periods used (v), the astrometric n bad obs al (b), and the quantities U and G defined in Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) by Lindegren et al. (2018) .
Geometric-distortion solution of WFC3/IR
In this section we investigate (i) at what level the imperfections in the adopted WFC3/IR distortion solution could affect our results, and (ii) whether Gaia DR2 could actually be used to improve the current geometric distortion solutions of HST cameras.
Effects of WFC3/IR distortion uncertainties
First of all, even from frame to frame -consecutively taken-the simple velocity aberration (Cox & Gilliland 2003) can cause sizable changes in the plate-scale. Good telemetry (or accurate modelling of the HST orbits) can fix these effects (e.g., Fig. 9 in Bellini, Anderson & Bedin 2011) . Note that this is merely a scale factor induced by the motion of the telescope in special relativity and has nothing to do with the distortion of the camera itself, but still is a sizable effect that needs to be taken carefully into account when applying the geometric distortion solution and dealing with absolute astrometry.
Second, as extensively discussed in Bedin et al. (2014) , any adopted geometric distortion correction for any of the HST cameras is just an average solution. Even after correction for velocity aberration, there are always sizable changes and these are mainly induced by focus variations, the so called breathing of the telescope tube, which are the result of the different incidence of the light from the Sun. Detailed models of these changes in the geometric distortion with the focal length are still not developed, so far there are only early attempts of modelling the changes in the PSFs as function of focal length (Anderson & Bedin 2017) .
Third, it is known that linear terms of the ACS/WFC distortion solution have been changing slowly over time (Anderson & Rothstein 2007; Ubeda, Kozhurina-Platais & Bedin 2013) , the reasons of these effects are still not clear, probably the result of a slow out gas of metal that shrink structures and cause these long-term changes. However, in the case of WFC3/IR, a recent study by McKay & KozhurinaPlatais et al. (2018) showed that the linear terms of the geometric distortion is stable at the level of 13 mas over an eight years time span.
The best available geometric distortion solutions for HST cameras are composed by the sum of a polynomial and of an empirical look-up table (e.g., Anderson & King 2000 , 2006 for descriptions in great details). Thankfully, all of the three effects, i.e., velocity aberration, breathing, and shrinking, just described, cause detectable changes only in the linear part of the geometric distortion, while the non-linear part of the distortion seems to remain unchanged within the uncertainties (at the ∼ 1 mas level).
The beauty of our approach is that the six-parameters linear transformation derived in Sect. 3.2 that calibrates our HST master frame to the absolute reference frame of Gaia DR2 (Table 2) , naturally absorbs all of these three ef- Table 3 . The 27 Gaia DR2 sources in common with our HST master frame. Columns give: Identifier: Gaia DR2, (X, Y )-positions in WFC3/IR-pixels, HST -instrumental magnitude, the consistency in positions ̺ in WFC3/IR milli-pixels, the Gaia magnitude G, proper motions in mas yr −1 , parallaxes in mas, and four of the most significant Gaia DR2 parameters for the present work. The visibility periods used v, the number of bad astrometric observations b, and the quantities U and G defined in Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) by Lindegren et al. (2018) . The first 14 objects are those used to define the astrometric reference, and have all ̺ < 23.3 milli-pixel (∼2.8 mas). fects, fixing the values of: absolute scale, rotation, shifts and the two skews terms. In other words, the linear terms of the geometric distortion can change by a lot (even by few dozen of mas), but as long as we use the most-general linear transformation (a 6-parameters) to calibrate our (X, Y ) reference system to Gaia DR2 absolute astrometric reference frame, all of these effects do not prevent us from achieving accuracies limited just by our positional accuracy (∼1 mas) and by the stability of the non-linear part of the adopted geometric distortion solution. Our adopted WFC3/IR geometric distortion solution was derived by Anderson (2016, pg. 39 , Appendix A).
5 Unlike WFC3/UVIS and the ACS channels, which have separate solutions for each filter, there is only one solution that works for all WFC3/IR filters. So far variation with filters were not explored, but any variation is likely less than ∼0.01 pixel (i.e., ∼1.2 mas, cfr. Anderson 2016). Precisions of ∼1 mas (differential astrometry) with WFC3/IR are now routinely reached (e.g., Anderson 2016 , Bellini et al. 2017 , Libralato et al. 2018 , and the Gaia DR2 catalog now makes it possible to transform those precisions into absolute-5 Publicly available at http://www.stsci.edu/∼jayander/-WFC3/WFC3IR GC/ astrometric accuracies, for the reasons just outlined. This is demonstrated by the displacements observed in Fig. 1 (and in a similar figure presented later in Sect. 3.7) of this work.
In summary, as the non-linear part of the adopted geometric distortion solution is as accurate as our positional accuracy for best measured stars, i.e., ∼1 mas, we do not expect residuals in the distortion to be a significant source of uncertainty in deriving the astrometric parameters for W1541−2250. This target is a source more than 6 magnitudes fainter than best measured stars in the field, having an estimated positional precision between 5 and 12 mas in individual images (depending on filter/exposuretime). Furthermore, any of such distortion residual would be suppressed by averaging over multiple dithered observations within each of the individual epochs.
Can HST distortion be improved with Gaia DR2?
For a well-exposed point-source the positional accuracy on images from HST ' cameras is ∼1 mas (at best 0.32 mas for WFC3/UVIS, Bellini et al. 2011) , and the non-linear part of the geometric distortion solution is proven to be at least that good.
So, even with an infinitely accurate geometric distortion solution for HST cameras, a given target would require multiple observations to improve the astrometry at the sub-mas level, given the limit on the accuracy set by random noise (i.e., the possible exposure time or saturation level) in individual images. This drastically reduces the number of applications where a sub-mas level accuracy for the geometric distortion solution would be worth and useful. For example, the comparison with Gaia DR2 in the case of a group of point sources within an HST field of view (such as stars in a star cluster) can statistically highlight sub-mas trends in the geometric distortion solution. In this regard, the recent work by Kozhurina-Platais et al. (2018) discuss the potential importance of such improvements, especially in the low-order components of the distortions down to the level of 0.5 mas or better.
However, for high-order components (i.e., on small spatial scales) there is a fundamental limitation in using Gaia astrometric catalogs to improve HST ' camera distortion solutions, and this is the spatial density of Gaia sources. The Gaia DR2 catalog has an 'all-sky'-average density of ∼10 sources per arcmin square, and this essentially is set by its magnitude limits. For example, effects such as the WFPC2 34 th -raw feature discovered and fixed by Anderson & King (1999) , or the WFC3/UVIS lithographic signatures found by Kozhurina-Platais et al. (2010) and later characterized in Bellini et at. (2011) would have been very hard to calibrate by using just Gaia DR2 sources.
One might think of comparing Gaia DR2 sources with multiple fields and multiple epochs or even with the entire archive of HST observations to characterize such effects or any high-order components of the geometric distortion in general; however not using the same sources with a suitable density and within the same epochs, would exponentially complicate the calibration, which also, might well be variable in time at the sub-mas level. Self calibration of HST (e.g., Anderson & King 1999 , 2000 , 2006 , Bellini et al. 2011 ) and local transformations in dense fields (e.g., Bedin et al. 2003 , 2014 , Anderson & van der Marel 2009 , Bellini et al. 2017 would offer a much easier way to calibrate and characterize such effects and high-order components of the geometric distortion in general, than using sources in common with Gaia.
Finally, we want to note that at the sub-mas leveleven ignoring chromatic effects-there is always an interplay between the adopted geometric distortion and the exact shape of the PSFs, as a slightly different PSFs cause slightly different centroids offsets (which depend on the adopted PSF-centroid normalization), which result in slight changes in the distortion. In other words, at sub-mas level the adopted PSFs model and the adopted geometric distortion solution become more and more an indissoluble pair.
Link all epochs to Gaia DR2
Similarly to what was done for the reference epoch, we can use Eq. 5 to have pms-corrected position of Gaia DR2 sources at all the different epochs of images in Table 1 . Again, Eq. 3 is used to have the coordinates in the tangential plane (ξ, η) epoch . However, this time we will not have to re-derive the coefficients of the linear transformation from Gaia (α, δ) epoch to (X, Y )2013.1, as those were determined in Sect. 3.4. We now have the Gaia DR2 positions of individual sources, corrected for their peculiar motions, at any given epoch, and in the reference system of (X, Y )2013.1. So we can now compute instead the coefficients of the transformations from these Gaia pms-corrected positions at any given epoch registered to (X, Y )2013, and the observed positions of sources in each image (x cor , y cor ). The peculiar motions of the sources will not affect the transformations, which will now only be affected by the positioning random errors in the given HST image and by errors (in both positions and pms) in the Gaia DR2 catalog.
To better expose the gain of this procedure, in Fig. 3 we show for each given image the consistency of positions measured (x cor , y cor ) with respect to the positions of Gaia DR2. In the top panels, the Gaia DR2 positions are fixed as tabulated for epoch 2015.5. In the bottom panels, we take advantage of Gaia DR2 pms to correct the positions of sources for their peculiar motions at the exact epoch of the observation. Accounting for peculiar motions of sources reduce the dispersion from the 1-σ of 300-50 milli-pixels (37-6 mas, in top panels) to a rather uniform 15-25 milli-pixels (1.8-3 mas).
Once the transformations determined using sources in common between Gaia DR2 and (x cor , y cor ) are known, the positions of all sources in all images (i.e., including those not present in the Gaia DR2 catalog, such as W1541−2250) can be transformed in the Gaia system, and their displacements used to measure their astrometric parameters, now with negligible errors in the transformations.
Stack images
The transformations from the coordinates of each image into the coordinates of the reference frame (X, Y )2013.1 enable us to create stacked images for each epoch. Stacked images offer a representation of the astronomical scene that can be used to independently check sources in each image. In left panels of Fig. 4 we show a ∼ 20 ′′ ×6.5 ′′ zoom around W1541−2250 -from top to bottom-for the stack from first epoch in F125W, second epoch in F125W, and the third in F127M. In the right panel we show the entire field of view as in first epoch, the one with the highest signal for the BD. Our stacked images are saved in fits format, and their headers include (as World Coordinate System keywords) the absolute astrometric solution of Table 2 . In the electronic material provided with this work, we release these three stacked images, one per epoch all with our astrometric solution in their header. Note that the (X, Y ) coordinates in Table 3 are in the same pixel-coordinate system as these stacks.
DETERMINATION OF POSITIONS, PROPER MOTIONS AND PARALLAX
From the observed 16 × 2D-data points we would like to derive the five astrometric parameters of W1541−2250: its positions (X, Y ), its motions (µX , µY ), and most importantly the parallax (π). We will describe in the following the procedure followed to fit these five parameters. By virtue of the principle that any transformation of the observational data degrades them, while numerical models do not, we perform this numerical fitting process directly in the observational plane (X, Y )2013.1. To predict the position of W1541−2250 we make use of the sophisticated tool by U.S. Naval Observatory, the Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Software, hereafter NOVAS 6 (in version F3.1, Kaplan et al. 2011) , which accounts for many subtle effects, such as the accurate Earth orbit, perturbations of major bodies, nutation of the Moon-Earth system, etc. We are not interested in the absolute astrometric calculations of NO-VAS but only in the relative effects. In computing the positions we used an auxiliary star with no motion and zero parallax (i.e., at infinite distance), and finally compute the difference with respect to our target. We then use a LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (the FORTRAN version lmdif avail- able under MINIPACK, Moré et al. 1980 ) to find the minimization of five parameters: X, Y, µX , µY , and π.
Our final astrometric solution is given in Table 4 and shown in Fig. 5 . To assess the uncertainties of our solution we perform 25 000 simulations where, to the expected positions (X, Y ) from our best-fit astrometric solution, we added random errors following Gaussian distributions with dispersion derived from the observed data of W1541−2250 for each of the four filter/epoch combinations (i.e., F125W@2013.1, F105W@2013.3, F125W@2013.3, and F127M@2018.1) .
Our astrometric parameters agree well with the two best estimates in literature, those by Tinney et al. (2014) and Beichman et al. (2014) , and represent a significant improvement. Furthermore, our solution surely does not suffer of any of the usual ground-based atmospheric effects and relies on the homogeneous data, therefore providing an important confirmation.
In addition to Fig. 5 and its insets, in Fig. 6 we show also the parallax ellipse along with HST measurements [proper motion subtracted]. This representation better reveals the sampling of the parallactic motion which, with only three epochs, could be problematic.
We note few things in this figure. First, the parallax ellipse is extremely flattened, as an obvious consequence of the extremely low-latitude ecliptic coordinates for W1541−2250, i.e., (ℓ, b) = (∼ 238
• , ∼ −3 • ). Second, we know that the first (2013.1) and the last epoch (2018.1) were collected almost exactly 5 yrs apart; meaning that they were collected almost exactly at the same phase of the year.
Third, we know also these two epochs to be taken at one of the maxima of the parallax elongation, and indeed, their positions on the parallax ellipse agree with eachother, and with the position of the maximum. These two epochs also have the greatest accuracies (thanks to the filter/exposuretime combination) and have the largest possible time baseline among the epochs. This is a great advantage to derive the astrometric parameters, as these two epochs alone could essentially fix the proper motions of W1541−2250 with great accuracy. 7 The determination of the parallax therefore, essentially relies in the second epoch (2013.3), which thankfully was collected at a significantly different phase of the year allowing us to well constrain this astrometric parameter.
8 Unfortunately the second epoch has also the lowest accuracy of the three and therefore ultimately sets the limits in the accuracy of the here derived parallax for W1541−2250.
The Absolute Parallax
The transformations of coordinates described in previous sections were computed with respect to Gaia DR2 sources, which are not at infinite distance. Therefore the relative parallax we have derived in Sect. 4 (which we indicate with π) of W1541−2250 is with respect to the most distant objects in the field and therefore π is only a lower limit on the absolute parallax (which we indicate with ̟). Gaia DR2 catalog potentially gives the possibility to correct the positions of sources -at any give epoch-not only for individual pms, but also for the amplitude of the parallax at 7 It is interesting how a crude calculation based on simply summing in quadrature the uncertainties on these two epochs divided by the time base-line (∼3 mas/ √ 4 − 1 × √ 2/5 yr ≃ 0.49 mas) provide a proper motion uncertainty consistent with our best fit in Table 4 (0.35 mas), which was derived using also epoch 2013.3. 8 We note that Beichman et al. (2014) had at disposal only two out of the three HST epochs analayzed here. coordinate system. Individual HST data-points are indicated with star-symbols, which are connected with small segment to their expected position according to our best fit. Smaller ellipses in magenta, green, and blue, indicate the 1-σ X,Y of individual data points within the first, second and third epoch, respectively. Note how ellipses are significantly smaller for the first and third epoch (0.025-0.020 and 0.031-0.020 WFC3/IR-pixels, i.e., 3.0-2.4 and 3.8-2.4 mas), compared to the second epoch (0.079-0.056 pixels, i.e., 9.5-6.8 mas). However, second epoch has twice as many images than each of the other two, therefore, as the error on the average σ scales as ∼ σ/ √ n − 1 (with n equal to the number of images), the net worsening for this epoch is at most a factor 2. An inset in gray, zoom-in at a busy location around the maximum parallax elongation, marked by a gray box.
any given phase of the year. However, given the accuracies in this work, it will be sufficient to correct for the clipped mean parallax of the sources used to compute the parameter of the transformation given in Table 4 . Twelve of the 15 stars used to compute the transformation have a parallax consistent with zero, and only two have a significant parallax of about ∼1 mas. Only one of the reference sources, Gaia DR2 #6240155613540444800, had a significant large parallax of 3.857±0.606 mas, and was rejected. The computed average parallax of the remaining 14 sources is 0.3±0.2 mas, while their median is 0.16 mas with a semiinterquartile of 0.35 mas. Given the uncertainties, we adopt 0.2±0.4 mas as correction from relative to absolute parallax. In Table 4 we also give the value derived for ̟ employing this correction. The ̟ and uncertainties translate in an estimated distance for W1541−2250 of d = 5.9±0.1 pc. The uncertainty in the estimated relative parallax of W1541−2250 amounts to ∼2.3 mas, making the correction from relative to absolute an unnecessary calculation in this case.
Future applications of this method to cases that would actually need higher accuracy will require to calculate -for each of the reference sources-the exact positions corrected .9 ± 0.1 HST+Gaia * spectro-photometric distance, to which they refer as 'adopted distance' † while our article was still under review for the parallax (in addition to corrections for pms), before computing the coordinate transformations.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we employed three archival and proprietary HST epochs to derive an independent and robust estimate of the astrometric parameters of WISE J154151.65−225024.9, one of the only 23 confirmed Y BDs (as September 14 th 2018), and the fifth closest.
9
We have developed a procedure that makes use of the Gaia DR2 catalog of positions, proper motions and parallaxes, to minimize the errors in the transformations that used to limit traditional relative imaging-astrometry with narrow-field cameras. We gave here an extensive explanation and many details of our procedure, with the intent of using it in future articles that will refer to the present work. Indeed, future papers will be focused on the science (mainly based on the derived multi-band photometry) and will minimize description of the technicalities to derive the distances.
The derived astrometric parameters for W1541−2250 are summarized in Table 4 and represent sizable improvements over recent determinations in the literature which are summarized in Table 5 . Worth to notice that the here derived relative parallax of π = 168.38 ± 2.23 mas (i.e., with an accuracy better than 1.3%) is well in agreement (at the 1.5 σ-level) with the best available (and completely independent) estimate by Tinney et al. (2014) (π = 175.1±4.4 mas), which was based on ground-based observations. Groundbased observations are generally afflicted by atmospheric effects and gravity-induced flexes in the telescope/camera structures that generate systematic errors often difficult to correct, particularly when assessing the astrometry of faint and red sources (much redder than reference field stars). Therefore, the homogeneous space-based HST data provide an important update and confirmation of those previous estimates for the W1541−2250 parallax.
Applying a Gaia DR2 correction from relative (π) to absolute (̟) parallax we found ̟=169±2 mas, corresponding to a distance of 5.9±0.1 pc for W1541−2250, marginally larger than previously estimated, but in agreement with the
